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About This Game

From Tim Schafer’s Double Fine Productions, explore a vintage world inhabited by living Russian stacking dolls as you jump
into more than 100 unique dolls and use their special abilities to solve a wide variety of puzzles & challenges. Play as Charlie

Blackmore, the world’s tiniest Russian stacking doll, and embark on an adventure to rescue Charlie’s family from the nefarious
industrialist known only as the “Baron.” This imaginative 3rd person puzzle adventure game will take you on a journey from a

bustling Royal Train Station to a high-flying Zeppelin as you collect unique dolls and matched stacking sets to display in
Charlie’s secret hideout, where you chronicle your adventures.

Continue the Stacking adventure with The Lost Hobo King DLC pack, included free in the PC version!

In the Lost Hobo King, the first downloadable expansion for Double Fine’s Stacking, players once again assume the role of
Charlie Blackmore, the world’s smallest Russian stacking doll. Charlie travels with his hobo friend Levi to the mysterious
kingdom of Camelfoot, the mythical resting place of lost hobo king and his crown. Charlie must help Levi’s uncle, Rufus

Ryken, reclaim his rightful throne by solving three tests of valor and reawakening the hobo blacksmiths of old. Only then can
the crown be reforged, enabling Rufus to become king and unite the fractured hobo people under one sardine. The Lost Hobo
King features a complete adventure with several new challenges, each with multiple solutions, an all new assortment of unique
dolls with engaging abilities, and a new round of hi-jinks to discover and make trouble with. Only the worthy can reclaim the

crown of Camelfoot!

Features an all new concept art browser exclusive to the PC version!
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Title: Stacking
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Double Fine Productions
Publisher:
Double Fine Productions
Release Date: 6 Mar, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3

Processor: 1.8 GHz dual core CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 256 MB GeForce 8800, Radeon 3850, or Intel HD 2000 Graphics

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive: 1.5 GB free HD Space

Sound:DirectX Compatible Sound Card

English,German,French,Italian
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I really wanted to like this game. I even re-installed it hoping to give it another try. But the dour graphics and the overly
simplistic gameplay just didn't do it for me. I'm a big fan of games that are quirky\/charming, and I was hoping Stacking would
fit that bill. While it does attempt do that, I simply found the game too childish and repetitive. The gameplay basically consists
of hunting down the right doll, stacking into it, and then pressing A at the right location. This basic gameplay loop got old almost
immediately and I found myself wondering if this was all there was to the game. The fact that it lacks voice-overs takes away
from its sense of charm. I probably might've enjoyed this more if I had played it at another time but I came into this on the back
of Valiant Hearts, and thus, this was quite a down turn for me. Either way, I'd still recommend you try it out for yourself but it
just didn't do it for me. I tried to like it. It's not a bad game. It's just really really boring and I found myself just playing to get it
over with. Final verdict: 5\/10. Extremely charming game, aesthetics are on point! While playing this game you will get fully
engrossed in the quaint world of stacking, the puzzles will definitely get you thinking!
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